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“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together is a success.”

These remarkable words that Henry Ford spoke out are about important things: achieving a task in progress and unity. This quotation might already be used by many people, but take note, it is an important cliché everybody is tired of hearing, instead, it is a treasure that has a deep meaning that will flood your core. A great example of this is something that is molding your future ahead. But, what it is? One way to find out is to listen carefully, spread your imagination, and think like you’re in the hands of great victory.

Have you ever tried to work so hard for a gift not just yourself for other people? Well, an indestructible foundation in most of everyone’s lives can be described, nourished, and admired in one word, no other than school.

According to many people, they consider the real meaning of their second, golden home as a place where are taught different things, where you test your skills, and where you are rewarded for what you have done. And as we interview others and scroll in the world of social media, students find their classes boring and exhausting. That is why schools started to make a move on how students would feel is indeed a great milestone in their lives. Here are some school traditions that strengthen the unity of their family.

Learning. First of all, every school and its staffs aim to teach pupils or students various lessons and topics that will plant the trees of knowledge into the pupils’ minds,
and values that will grow alluring respect into the student’s hearts. Also, the school conducts activities like classes and quiz bee so that the children will have fun while having high grades, or even straight A’s!

Believing. Schools, especially those that are supporting right conduct and religion, practice the faith of the people under it. Some teachers also ask the class leader to pray, and even school staff lead a simple devotion. They give out respect for people whether their races, beliefs, and traditions are mixed.

Dedicating. In most schools, universities, and organizations, having a flag ceremony is usual. This is a way of giving love to your province or country. Inside the classrooms, teachers advise students what to do for the country and teach them laws, rules, and regulations.

Bonding. They say that school is the second family in one’s life. And yes, it is true. Activities like Foundation Day and Intramurals week are a way of playing and keeping close with a kindred. There is also a Friendship Day that makes everybody happy, friendly and making them feel that school is not a stressful place, but a great home that will lead you to the right path.

Indeed, these might be referred to as simple things in life, but instead, think of their deeper essence. It improves something which is not very easy to have, which is STRENGTH and UNITY. Always have in mind that if you abide by all of these, you are tracking your journey with a bright light ahead. You are under the hands of the shining triumph be held.
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